
DESCRIPTION
After Durin’s Bane caused the abandonment of Moria by the 
Dwarves and its occupation by Orcs of the Misty Mountains, 
only Thrór and Nár are known to consider entering it. Thrór was 
murdered as he entered the East-gate of Moria, leading to the 
War of the Dwarves and Orcs. Even after the end of the War, 
many Dwarves refused to reclaim Moria, partially because of 
the Durin’s Bane. Years later however, the Dwarves managed to 
reclaim the Lonely Mountain.

Though the riches of Erebor had made the Dwarves prosperous 
again, a strange darkness rose amongst the people of Erebor, and 
rumor grew of even greater wealth elsewhere. Chiefly among 
these grew that Durin’s folk now had the strength and numbers 
to return Khazad-dûm, which Balin and many others had decided 
to journey to. Despite King Dáin Ironfoot’s advice against their 
plan, he gave leave of Balin and his followers to take the expedi-
tion in T.A. 2989. They had hoped to regain the treasures of Mo-
ria, and Balin had also hoped to find the Ring of Thrór, which 
was assumed to have been lost with Thrór (in reality Thrór had 
given the Ring to his son, Thráin, before his fateful quest to re-
take his kingdom).

Eventually Balin and his followers reached and entered the Di-
mrill Dale. Battle soon ensued that day leaving many orcs dead, 
and Flói killed a chieftain, but was killed soon after. The Dwar-
ves subsequently took the East-gate and First Hall.



The Buildings:

Recruitment tents: The tents of the dwarves are made 
of strong fabric. This fabric itself is made with goats hairs of high 
mountains and hills. And in all region, Balin’s expedition find darves 
to help him

Weapon wagon: in this wagon are kept all the weapons 
sent by Erebor and all the ally dwarven realms. The smith that 
sleep in it, can give himself the weapon to the dwarves that need it.

Carpenters wagon: For a wandering poeple, a carpenter 
is an obligation, he repair the other carts and wagon and help to 
construct the fort.

Axemens: Those brave dwarves were found by Balin’s expedition. Dreaming 

about renewal of the Khazad-d?m kingdom, they joined his force to reclaim what 

they lost. 

Sapers: These dwarven sappers are mainly used to dig stone and tunnels, their 

skills can be very useful in many cases, for example to dig into enemy territory.

re-armed: The smith decide to give the best weapons to the selected batallion 

and to give a banner to one of them.

Archers: These dwarfs spended a lot of time in the dark corridors of Moria, 

sharpened their hearing and vision in the dark. 

Battering ram: Dwarves with a view to regaining the kingdom of Kha-

zad-d?m, must take into account the opposition of many obstacles, one of them 

may be the solid gates built by their ancestors. 

Standart Units:

Siege Units:

Upgrades:



Cantina: The cantina is the place where the dwarves met to eat 
and feast. It is important to stay feeded and to drink good ale. And 
smoked pork

Tower: When the time comes to construct the camp. It’s verry 
important to have advanced points to keep the camp safe. Inthere the 
dwarves can watch all around them

Braseros: When guarding a tower and watch for the ennemies arrival, it is 

always goog to have a braseros, to warm both food and bodies.

Feeding time: It’s the hour to eat now, the cooks have prepared a good meal 

and every dwarves comes to eat

Power:

Power:



Erebor settlers: The Kingdom of Erebor is a kingdom of merchants and 

craftsmans.

Iron Hills settlers: The Realm of the Iron Hills is a composed by a poeple 

of miners and mason.

Ered Luin settlers: The Dwarves of the blue mountains is a kin of fierce 

dwarves and hunters.

Settlers camp:

Reception camp: When travelling from far away places, the 
dwarves are received to this advanced camp, this place serves dwarves 
to give roles to dwarven settlers. It is also a shelter for them.



Hunters camp: When travelling it is a nessecity to get food 
for all the dwarves. This camp is a home for many dwarven hunters 
who prefer life outside of the halls of stone.

Small Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Hunters: While many Dwarves live within the safety of great mountain 

halls, there are some that prefer the wandering life - those who will gladly sleep 

under an open sky rather than a rocky ceiling.

Scouting Post: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Additional Worker: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades:

Units:

Increases the command points by 150.

Doubles the hit points and triples sight radius (does not add a tower anymore).

Increases the production by 50%.



Excavation camp: When travelling, sometimes the dwarves 
have a little time to extract metals and stones from surface. This 
place serves for excavation. The tents serve as a shelter for its em-
ployees.

Large Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Sentinel: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings outside 

the castle

Additional Workers: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades inside the castle:

Increases the command points by 300.

Doubles the hit points and adds a sentry tower.

Increases the production by 100%.

Small Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Scouting Post: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Additional Worker: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades outside the castle:

Increases the command points by 150.

Doubles the hit points and triples sight radius (does not add a tower anymore).

Increases the production by 50%.



Supply cart: For a wandering poeple, there must be a place 
where put the ressources we get and received. It is verry important 
to centralize it into a supply cart.

Large Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Sentinel: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings outside 

the castle

Additional Workers: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades inside the castle:

Increases the command points by 300.

Doubles the hit points and adds a sentry tower.

Increases the production by 100%.

Small Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Scouting Post: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Additional Worker: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades outside the castle:

Increases the command points by 150.

Doubles the hit points and triples sight radius (does not add a tower anymore).

Increases the production by 50%.



Hunters: The Dwarves are reputed to be fierce and mighty war-
riors, but when they need to find food on the wild they are as ta-
lented as on the battlefield. These hunters are accustomed to nature 
and forest.

change weapons: The Hunters are as good with bows as they are with 

swords. They kill deers and monsters to feed the dwarves or protect them...

Upgrades:

switch between bow and axes/swords

classical effect of fire arrows

classical effect of banners

classical effect of forged blades

Banners: The Banners of Khazad-Dûm are green and white. When the orcs 

see it they know that the Glorious kingdom is back and that their feircy dwarves 

come to war...

Fire Arrows: What is more deadliest than the fire? Shoot a fire arrow and 

you can burn the ennemies, the buildings and the forest themself.

Forged Blades: The dwarves are well known for their steel and the weapons 

they get with forging them. The smith equip the dwarves with new weapons more 

efficient.

Power:

The Units:



Stand Fast: The dwarves of Khazad-Dûm stand fast against the waves of orcs 

and goblins and kill all of them with their swift axes and swords.

Upgrades:

slow down nearby ennemy units

classical effect of banners

classical effect of forged blades

Banners: The Banners of Khazad-Dûm are green and white. When the orcs 

see it they know that the Glorious kingdom is back and that their feircy dwarves 

come to war...

Forged Blades: The dwarves are well known for their steel and the weapons 

they get with forging them. The smith equip the dwarves with new weapons more 

efficient.

Power:

Khazad-dûm Guardians: The Dwarves of Khazad-dûm are 
hardy and fierce, tempered by years of war against the Goblins and 
Orcs. Dwarves are trained to fight in their youth by taking to the 
field of battle in kinbands.



Wild Breakfest: The archers are also hunters in time of need, and if they find 

a deer, the can shoot them and eat its meat

heal a little bit the unit

classical effect of fire arrows

classical effect of banners

Banners: The Banners of Khazad-Dûm are green and white. When the orcs 

see it they know that the Glorious kingdom is back and that their feircy dwarves 

come to war...

Fire Arrows: What is more deadliest than the fire? Shoot a fire arrow and 

you can burn the ennemies, the buildings and the forest themself.

Power:

Upgrades:

Khazad-dûm Archers: The Dwarves of Khazad-dûm are 
hardy and fierce, tempered by years of war against the Goblins and 
Orcs. Dwarves are trained to fight in their youth by taking to the 
field of battle in kinbands.



Iron hills settlers: Coming from all dwarven realms the 
settlers reinforce the Khazad-dum army and realm. They come to 
make it grow and give it back his lost resplendency by repair the 
ruins and mine the mithril veins. These ones comes from the Iron 
hills

Armed: The settlers can arm themself with weapons and fight for the rebirth 

of the kingdom of Khazad-Dûm. The dwarves of Iron hills are archers

Options:

Work: The settlers have come to make Khazad-Dûm great again. For this they 

will help on work and provides the realm new ressources. The dwarves of Iron 

hills work on the mines

kill the unit to produce lots of ressources in one time

the civilians are equipped with weapons and can fight



Erebor settlers: Coming from all dwarven realms the sett-
lers reinforce the Khazad-dum army and realm. They come to make 
it grow and give it back his lost resplendency by repair the ruins 
and mine the mithril veins. These ones comes from the Kingdom of 
Erebor

Armed: The settlers can arm themself with weapons and fight for the rebirth 

of the kingdom of Khazad-Dûm. The dwarves of Erebor are guardians

Options:

Work: The settlers have come to make Khazad-Dûm great again. For this they 

will help on work and provides the realm new ressources. The dwarves of Erebor 

work on the supply carts

kill the unit to produce lots of ressources in one time

the civilians are equipped with weapons and can fight



Ered Luins settlers: Coming from all dwarven realms the 
settlers reinforce the Khazad-dum army and realm. They come to 
make it grow and give it back his lost resplendency by repair the 
ruins and mine the mithril veins. These ones comes from the Ered 
luins realm.

Armed: The settlers can arm themself with weapons and fight for the rebirth 

of the kingdom of Khazad-Dûm. The dwarves of Ered Luins are hunters

Options:

Work: The settlers have come to make Khazad-Dûm great again. For this they 

will help on work and provides the realm new ressources. The dwarves of Ered 

Luins work on the hunters camp

kill the unit to produce lots of ressources in one time

the civilians are equipped with weapons and can fight



Khazad Dûm reached: Balin’s expedition has reached the Moria. It is 
now time to rise again the Khazad-Dûm Realm

Balin becomes Lord of Moria, the Mithril equipment are unlocked as 
well as the new units and all the buildings gets an higer armor

Cost: 6 points

New armors: The dwarves have reached the Moria. It the depths of Khazad dum they 

have found the armors of old made with mithril parts and with a craftmanship of masters

New Buildings: The dwarves have to rebuilt Khazad-Dûm. The ancient architecture of 

khazad dum inspired them to construct their houses

New Balin: Balin have begin his quest to find back Durin’s stuff and carry now the 

crown of Khazad-Dûm Kingdom

New Units: The dwarves of Khazad-Dûm are fierce warriors and their have trained some 

fellows to defend themself against the creatures of the Depth



The Buildings:

Barracks: In this building are trained the elite units of the Kha-
zad-Dûm Kingdom. They have the best armors and weapons in the 
entire army. They count as some of the fearest warriors on middle 
earth.

Axemens: The Dwarves of Khazad-dûm are hardy and fierce, tempered by years 

of war against the Goblins and Orcs.

Archers: The Dwarves of Khazad-dûm are hardy and fierce, tempered by years 

of war against the Goblins and Orcs.

Vault wardens: Heavily armored and equipped with long pikes, these war-

riors are trained to maintain cohesiveness upon the battlefield

Iron Guards: Although perpetually outnumbered, the armor and skills at 

arms of the Iron Guards permitted them to win the fight.

Khazad Guards: The Khazad Guards are outfitted with the finest Mithril 

reinforced arms and armour still available in the ancient armouries of their fo-

refathers.

Standart Units:



Feast place: When it’s time to feast the dwarves knows how to 
make it. The songs, the ale and the pork never stops and everybody are 
happy all around the tables. They count the story of their ancestors 
and song to the glory of Durin

Tower: Even when they are established, the dwarves needs towers 
to watch out around them, everybody remembers the ravenhill.
Khazad-Dûm construct high towers that provoke the sky and the 
giant eagles...

Braseros: When guarding a tower and watch for the ennemies arrival, it is 

always goog to have a braseros, to warm both food and bodies.

Feeding time: It’s the hour to eat now, the cooks have prepared a good meal 

and every dwarves comes to eat

Power:

Power:

Hunters camp: in this wagon are kept all the weapons sent 
by Erebor and all the ally dwarven realms. The smith that sleep in 
it, can give himself the weapon to the dwarves that need it.

Small Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Hunters: While many Dwarves live within the safety of great mountain 

halls, there are some that prefer the wandering life - those who will gladly sleep 

under an open sky rather than a rocky ceiling.

Scouting Post: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Additional Worker: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades:

Units:

Increases the command points by 150.

Doubles the hit points and triples sight radius (does not add a tower anymore).

Increases the production by 50%.



Erebor settlers: The Kingdom of Erebor is a kingdom of merchants and 

craftsmans.

Iron Hills settlers: The Realm of the Iron Hills is a composed by a poeple 

of miners and mason.

Ered Luin settlers: The Dwarves of the Blue Mountains is a kin of fierce 

dwarves and hunters.

Ered Mithrin settlers: The Dwarves of the Ered Mithrin is a kin of fierce 

dwarves and dragons hunters.

Orocarni settlers: The Dwarves of the Red Mountains is a kin of strong 

dwarves and mercenaries.

Settlers camp:

Inn: The dwarves are well known to drink and eat. And the inns 
of the dwarves are both a meeting place and a resting place. This is 
where the civilians from all around the dwarven kingdoms comes to 
rest after their long travel.



Mithril mine: Mithril ore is a type of metal that can be 
obtained through mining in various places throughout the mines of 
Moria. It can be smelted with coal through the Smithing skill to 
form a mithril bar, which can then be smithed.

Large Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Sentinel: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings outside 

the castle

Additional Workers: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades inside the castle:

Increases the command points by 300.

Doubles the hit points and adds a sentry tower.

Increases the production by 100%.

Small Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Scouting Post: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Additional Worker: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades outside the castle:

Increases the command points by 150.

Doubles the hit points and triples sight radius (does not add a tower anymore).

Increases the production by 50%.



Pig pen: Dwarves are hard-working folk, and they require more 
protein and energy than the other races of Middle-earth. Pigs are 
an excellent source of such protein and energy. They are easy to breed 
and maintain.

Large Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Sentinel: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings outside 

the castle

Additional Workers: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades inside the castle:

Increases the command points by 300.

Doubles the hit points and adds a sentry tower.

Increases the production by 100%.

Small Pantry: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Scouting Post: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic buildings 

outside the castle

Additional Worker: The same upgrades than the other Edain’s economic 

buildings outside the castle

Upgrades outside the castle:

Increases the command points by 150.

Doubles the hit points and triples sight radius (does not add a tower anymore).

Increases the production by 50%.



Hunters: The Dwarves are reputed to be fierce and mighty war-
riors, but when they need to find food on the wild they are as ta-
lented as on the battlefield. These hunters are accustomed to nature 
and forest.

change weapons: The Hunters are as good with bows as they are with 

swords. They kill deers and monsters to feed the dwarves or protect them...

Upgrades:

switch between bow and axes/swords

classical effect of fire arrows

classical effect of banners

classical effect of forged blades

Banners: The Banners of Khazad-Dûm are green and white. When the orcs 

see it they know that the Glorious kingdom is back and that their feircy dwarves 

come to war...

Fire Arrows: What is more deadliest than the fire? Shoot a fire arrow and 

you can burn the ennemies, the buildings and the forest themself.

Forged Blades: The dwarves are well known for their steel and the weapons 

they get with forging them. The smith equip the dwarves with new weapons more 

efficient.

Power:

The Units:



Stand Fast: The dwarves of Khazad-Dûm stand fast against the waves of orcs 

and goblins and kill all of them with their swift axes and swords.

Upgrades:

slow down nearby ennemy units

classical effect of banners

classical effect of forged blades

Banners: The Banners of Khazad-Dûm are green and white. When the orcs 

see it they know that the Glorious kingdom is back and that their feircy dwarves 

come to war...

Forged Blades: The dwarves are well known for their steel and the weapons 

they get with forging them. The smith equip the dwarves with new weapons more 

efficient.

Power:

Khazad-dûm Guardians: The Dwarves of Khazad-dûm are 
hardy and fierce, tempered by years of war against the Goblins and 
Orcs. Dwarves are trained to fight in their youth by taking to the 
field of battle in kinbands.



Wild Breakfest: The archers are also hunters in time of need, and if they find 

a deer, the can shoot them and eat its meat

heal a little bit the unit

classical effect of fire arrows

classical effect of banners

Banners: The Banners of Khazad-Dûm are green and white. When the orcs 

see it they know that the Glorious kingdom is back and that their feircy dwarves 

come to war...

Fire Arrows: What is more deadliest than the fire? Shoot a fire arrow and 

you can burn the ennemies, the buildings and the forest themself.

Power:

Upgrades:

Khazad-dûm Archers: The Dwarves of Khazad-dûm are 
hardy and fierce, tempered by years of war against the Goblins and 
Orcs. Dwarves are trained to fight in their youth by taking to the 
field of battle in kinbands.



Hold your Ground: The thorn strategy is a strategy invented by Dewin and 

improved by Roald it’s the while strategie of the Dorwinion units

they are posisioned and slow down nearby ennemy units

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of banners

Banners: The Banners of Khazad-Dûm are green and white. When the orcs 

see it they know that the Glorious kingdom is back and that their feircy dwarves 

come to war...

Forged Blades: The dwarves are well known for their steel and the weapons 

they get with forging them. The smith equip the dwarves with new weapons more 

efficient.

Power:

Upgrades:

Vault Wardens: Heavily armored and equipped with long 
pikes, these warriors are trained to maintain cohesiveness upon the 
battlefield so that they can provide a bulwark against even the stron-
gest enemy charge.



Charge: The charge of the iron guards is known all around the middle earth. It 

is one of the greatest fear among the Goblins ranks and their leaders are a spring 

of legends

they gain speed and attacks for a little time

classical effect of forged blades

classical effect of banners

Banners: The Banners of Khazad-Dûm are green and white. When the orcs 

see it they know that the Glorious kingdom is back and that their feircy dwarves 

come to war...

Forged Blades: The dwarves are well known for their steel and the weapons 

they get with forging them. The smith equip the dwarves with new weapons more 

efficient.

Power:

Upgrades:

Iron Guards: Although perpetually outnumbered, the superior 
armor and greater skill at arms of the Iron Guards allow them to 
endure the relentless assault and keep Orcs and other evil creatures 
at bay.



King’s guard: The Khazad guards are also the king’s guard, they would give 

their life to keep him safe and would fight in every battles their king send them. 

They counts as one of the mightiest soldiers in middle earth.

neer Balin they are imune to fear and gain +70% of armor and 40% of their attacks

when active; all the nearby units gain a buff and enemy units are feared

Warriors of legend: The Khazad guards, beside beeing the king’s guard are 

the base of numerous legends among the dwarves and even among the other free 

poeples.

Powers:

Khazad Guards: The Khazad Guards are outfitted with the 
finest Mithril reinforced arms and armour still available in the an-
cient armouries of their forefathers. Faced with swarms of orcs, cave 
trolls and perhaps even greater horrors that dvell in the deep places 
of the Earth.



give levels to units in the selected area

the selected unit will be buffed for the rest of the game

significaly increase their line of sight

nearby units level up faster

fear to enemies and allies are fearless

the selected units will have bonus when in position

Quiet Fighters: The Knowledge keepers fight quietely, no warcry with them 

no insults. They fight because they have to but not by pleasure.

Expert: The knowledge keepers have learned the strategical studies and have 

improved the knowledge dwarves allready have about the way of strategies and 

fights.

Professors: The Knowledge keepers, beside beeing fighters are first of all pro-

fessors and schollars. Their wise is known all around the dwarven kingdoms.

Savant: The knowledge keepers have learned the classical studies and have im-

proved the knowledge dwarves allready have.

Wisest of Khazad Dûm: The Knowledge keepers are the wisest of Khazad 

Dûm they have learned about the history of middle earth and everything knows 

yet.

Knowledge of the old fights: The knowledge keepers have learned the 

historical studies and have improved the knowledge dwarves allready have about 

the way of fighting.

Powers:

Upgrades:

Knowledge Keepers: The Dwarves lives centuries and keep 
every knowledge into books themselfs keeped into hugh library. The 
Knowledge Keepers would give their life to protect the library safe 
with their decades of expertise.



Ered Mithrin settlers: Coming from all dwarven realms 
the settlers reinforce the Khazad-dum army and realm. They come 
to make it grow and give it back his lost resplendency by repair the 
ruins and mine the mithril veins. These ones comes from the Ered 
Mithrin realm.

Armed: The settlers can arm themself with weapons and fight for the rebirth 

of the kingdom of Khazad-Dûm. The dwarves of Ered Mithrin are Iron Guards

Options:

Work: The settlers have come to make Khazad-Dûm great again. For this they 

will help on work and provides the realm new ressources. The dwarves of Ered 

Mithrin work on the casern

kill the unit to produce lots of ressources in one time

the civilians are equipped with weapons and can fight



Orocarni settlers: Coming from all dwarven realms the 
settlers reinforce the Khazad-dum army and realm. They come to 
make it grow and give it back his lost resplendency by repair the 
ruins and mine the mithril veins. These ones comes from the Oro-
carni.

Armed: The settlers can arm themself with weapons and fight for the rebirth 

of the kingdom of Khazad-Dûm. The dwarves of Orocarni are Vault Wardens

Options:

Work: The settlers have come to make Khazad-Dûm great again. For this they 

will help on work and provides the realm new ressources. The dwarves of Orocar-

ni work on the feast place

kill the unit to produce lots of ressources in one time

the civilians are equipped with weapons and can fight



Mazarbull Room: Chamber of Records in Khazad-dûm. 
The Chamber of Mazarbul is located on the Seventh Level of Kha-
zad-dûm, six levels above the East-gate. It is north of the Twenty-
first Hall on the right-hand or east side of the corridor.

Battle of the Five Armies: The verry well known battle of the five ar-

mies have been studied by the scholars many times.

Attack Tactics: The scholars of Mazarbull have develloped a new tactics for  

attacking the ennemies

War of the North: The progress of the war of the North have been studied 

by the scholars.

Defence Strategy: The scholars of Mazarbull have develloped a new strate-

gy about defence against the ennemies

Battle of Azanulbiar: The verry well known battle of the Azanulbizar  

have been studied by the scholars a lots of time.

Mobile War: The scholars of Mazarbull have develloped a new way of 

making war.

Upgrades inside the castle:

Upgrades inside the castle:

bonus against elfs and men

defensive formations

bonus against goblin and orcs

aggressive formations 

bonus for veteran units

bonus of speed

Balistic: The dwarves have develloped the science about the ballistic and it will 

be used in the army

Cartography: The dwarves have develloped the cartogrphy and it will be used 

for the army

Inginery: The dwarves have develloped their ingeenering and it will be used for 

the buildings and the construction.

Upgrades outside the castle:

more line of sight for every units

all missiles pierce the heavy armors

buildings have more armour



The Heros:



Flói Stonehand: Flói Stonehand is the Loremaster of Mo-
ria, a prestigious position that is given only to the wisest and 
most experienced of Dwarves. The duty of the Loremaster is to re-
cord the battles of the Dwarves, ensuring that precious knowledge 
of their foes, and how to defeat them, is preserved to be used again 
and again.

Loremaster of Khazad-Dûm: Floi Stonhand is the Loremaster of Moria, 

a prestigious position among the dwarves

Book of Mazarbul: into the book of mazarbull is kept all the knowledge 

about quest of the dwarves.

Wise advice: Floi is wise and when he gaves an advice to Balin he is listened 

and most of the time followed

Quiet aura: Floi is old now and with age comes the wisdom 

Stone hand: One of Floi’s hand have been made of stone after he lost it during 

a battle 

Powers:

Stonehand-gives floi about +60% damage against monsters and 
heroes but decrease armor by 40%

Heals nearby allies

The selected ally hero gain a bonus

Gain three levels just like denetor.

Near units level up faster



Balin: Balin is one of the most famous Dwarves to hail from 
Erebor. After the Battle of Five Armies, Balin helped establish the 
Kingdom under the Mountain with King Dáin before travelling to 
Moria to reclaim it in the name of the Dwarves. 

Balin’s Quest: Balin’s quest is to find back the stuff of Durin lost into Moria 

and bring them back to a safe place

Mirrormere: was the lake located beneath the East-gate of Khazad-dûm. It 

lay in the southeast corner of Dimrill Dale. Mirrormere was the source of the 

river Silverlode.

Balin’s Tomb: Balin was killed at the hands of Moria orcs in T.A. 2994 in 

Dimrill Dale. He was promptly buried in a tomb in the center of the Chamber of 

Mazarbul,

First Hall: The First Hall of Khazad-dûm was on the eastern side of the 

Misty Mountains, above the Dimrill Dale and apparently the first hall built by 

Durin I.

Throne Room: The throne room of Moria have been built early after the 

colonisation of Khazad-Dûm by Durin I

Powers:

Spawns three treasures

Spawns four Columns of Moria that provide a powerful, map-
wide Leadership buff.

Spawns a tomb that provides a Leadership buff to nearby units.

Spawns a pool that heals nearby units.

Grants upgrades to battalions in a small area.



Balin: Balin is one of the most famous Dwarves to hail from 
Erebor. After the Battle of Five Armies, Balin helped establish the 
Kingdom under the Mountain with King Dáin before travelling to 
Moria to reclaim it in the name of the Dwarves. 

Balin’s Quest: Balin’s quest is to find back the stuff of Durin lost into Moria 

and bring them back to a safe place

Durin’s Axe: Balin have found back the axe of Durin and will use it in fight. 

It’s a blade so finely crafted that Balin can wield it with blinding speed and dex-

terity

Durin’s Armor: Balin have found back the armour of Durin and will wear it 

in fight. It’s an armor finely made with mithril scales.

Durin’s Shield: Balin have found back the shield of Durin and will wear it in 

fight. It’s a shield so light that it weight just like a feather.

Durin’s Crown: Balin have found back the last relic of Durin; his Crown and 

will wear it in fight.

Powers:

Provides Balin with a Leadership buff.

Increases Balin’s armor and attack.

Increases Balin’s armor.

Increases Balin’s damage

Grants upgrades to battalions in a small area.



Frár Ironfist: Frár is a dwarf of Durin’s Folk that colonized in 
Moria during the late Third Age.
Frár, along with Flói, Óin, Ori, Lóni, and Náli were the dwarves who 
entered Moria with Balin. He is also the forgemaster of the Kha-
zad-Dûm kingdom and the herald of Balin.

Herald of Balin: Beside being the forge master of Moria, Frár is also the 

herald of Balin

Warhammer Smash: The forge master use his hammer on iron as well as 

on enemies head

Fire of the Forge: Into the depth the forges for is a furnace and could burn 

the ground itself

Ironfist: A dwarf who has as title ironfist should be feared...

Forge master of Moria: The forge master of Khazad dum is an artist, his 

weapons are master piece

Powers:

Give a permanent attack bonus to the selected hero

Smash an enemy hero very strong knocking him back

Same power as sauron or durin

Smash an enemy hero knocking him back and making him slower

Same power as narin that makes an enemy hero unenable to fight



Óin: Óin (T.A. 2774 - 2994, 220 years old) was one of the Dwarves of 
Thorin’s company who set out to reclaim Erebor from Smaug. Later, 
he followed Balin in an ill-fated attempt to retake Moria.

Seconde Adventure: This quest is the second adventure of Oin. He went 

with Balin to see the halls of Durin.

Wealth of Erebor: Oin was a member of the Thorin’s company and gain a 

14th of the Erebor treasure he’s now rich beyond measure

Thorin’s Companion: Oin was a member of the Thorin’s company and 

even after the death of Thorin and the reconquest of Erebor the members stayed 

connected

Long Traveller: Oin is accustomed to travell, firstly with Thorin and now 

with balin

Adventurer: Oin is an adventurer, he likes to travel and explores the country-

side. He was one of the first to go with Balin.

Powers:

Oin have a greater line of sight.

Oin moves faster

when with balin or ori he gain a bonus of defence

spawn treasures around him

Grants upgrades to battalions in a small area.



Ori: Ori was one of the thirteen Dwarves of Thorin’s company 
who journeyed to Erebor to challenge the dragon Smaug. After the 
death of Smaug, Ori lived at the Lonely Mountain until he went 
to Moria as part of Balin’s ill-fated attempt to re-take the ancient 
mansions of the Dwarves.

Powers:

Member of the knowledge keepers: Ori is a member of the knowledge 

keepers. Though he’s not a great fighter, he have made great advance by beeing 

member of the knowledge keepers

Wealth of Erebor: Ori was a member of the Thorin’s company and gain a 

14th of the Erebor treasure he’s now rich beyond measure

Thorin’s Companion: Ori was a member of the Thorin’s company and 

even after the death of Thorin and the reconquest of Erebor the members stayed 

connected

Warrior Scribe: Ori is a scribe aswell as a fighter. He write all the steps of 

the expedition.

Last words in the book: Oin is an adventurer, he likes to travel and ex-

plores the countryside. He was one of the first to go with Balin.

Ori gives a great malus on an ennemy hero

Ori gives an attack bonus to the selected unit

when with balin or Oin he gain a bonus of defence

spawn treasures around him

With each levels Ori gain +10% attacks



Lóni Burnedbeard: Lóni who entered Moria with Balin, 
Frár, Óin, Ori, Flói, and Náli in their attempt to form a colony there 
in TA 2989. Lóni was killed in a battle while defending the Bridge 
of Khazad-dûm and Second Hall alongside Náli and Frár. His body 
fell thousands of feet off the bridge of Khazad-dum, but his axe was 
recovered.

Captain of the Iron Guard: Loni is the captain of the Iron guard. He leads  

the Iron Guards into battle and kill all the orcs

Anger of Iron: The Anger of the Iron guards is called «Anger of Iron» and is 

famous because it give them strength into battle.

Old guard of the Outer Towers: The iron guards guard the outer towers 

of Moria and kill the orcs that try to come

Weapons of the Armory: The Iron guards find the weapons of the old 

armory, if they are old they are still swift.

Charge of Iron: Loni lead the Iron guards to battle to a fierce charge that 

will spread death into the ranks of the ennemies.

Powers:

Lóni and nearby Iron Guard gain +50% speed for 1 minute.

Lóni gives Forged blades to the selected Iron Guard

Grants upgrades to battalions in a small area.

Lóni and nearby Iron Guard gain an increase to their armour 
when near a tower.

Provides a Leadership buff for nearby Iron Guard.



Náli Goldenface: Náli was part of Balin’s Colony to re-
claim Moria. Their mission at first seemed successful, and Balin 
went so far as to claim the title Lord of Moria. This all changed in 
their fifth year there.

Captain of the Khazâd Guard: Náli the captain of the Khazad guard and 

the Khazad guard knows him and respect him

Gold Company: The gold company is famous among all, if they don’t have 

oliphant they could kill one of them 

Rude Commander: Every one knows that Náli is a rude commander, but he’s 

not mean everything he says it’s true.

True Speaker: Nali is a true speaker. Everything he says is the truth but so-

metimes the truth is not always good to say.

Golden Face: Náli wear his golden helmet when on fight, and even the 

goblins know what does it means...

Powers:

Nearby enemies flee in terrors

Give a bonus on the selected hero like galadriel’s mirror

Grants upgrades to battalions in a small area.

Grants upgrades to battalions in a small area.

Grants upgrades to battalions in a small area.



The Spellbook:



Expedition: As Gimli said , dwarves are natural sprinters. But 
they are also long travellers

Grim Hammers: When the Dwarves gather to mete out a 
terrible vengeance, the vanguard is often made of Grim Hammers.

Sappers: The dwarves have an affinity with stone and tunnels, 
they can use it against their ennemies.

Ancient Armoury: Into the depths of Khazad-Dûm lays the 
armors of the dwarves of old.

Wrath Of Caradhras: The Caradhras cannot be tamed and 
his might fears all living creatures.

Allows one vineyard to recruit light militia.
Cost: 1 point

The selected resource building spawns three hordes of angry civilians.
Cost: 2 points

Spawns three units of Elite Cavalry.
Cost: 7 points

Enables the Bladorthin paladins.
Cost: 6 points

Units are instantly recruited for a period of time and have banners.
Cost: 10 points



Lookout: When travelling you need to see around your camp

Sentry: If you make a tower you should protect it against enne-
mies ...

Rebuilding Moria: The buildings of Khazad-Dûm are ruins 
since a long time and will need to be repaired.

Mercenaries From Dale: You can find mercenaries from 
every where...

The Chamber Of Mazarbull: the Chamber of Mazar-
bull is the library of the Khazad-Dûm realm.

The selected building provides more resources (like Malbeth’s power).
Cost: 1 point

Spawns an Elven garden that heals nearby units.
Cost: 2 points

Make the Embassy unattackable by enemies for a certain period of time.
Cost: 6 points

Allows the player to recruit Elves from the casern.
Cost: 7 points

Make peace on the whole map and boost the economy.
Cost: 10 points


